
Runner’s tips to get you through…  Stretching!

WORKOUT: X=TRAIN 45 minutes- STRETCH afterwards (Try to find a beginner yoga 
class in addition to the 45 minutes of cardio cross-training)

Runners all have their varying opinions on stretching… Some refuse to do it and some live by it; 
some love it and some hate it, some can touch their toes and most of us are happy just to be able 
to see their toes. No matter how you look at it, being flexible is not a bad thing in any sport (from 
running to gymnastics) and play a huge role in our staying healthy, injury free, and feeling good!

When to Stretch: The most prevalent question right around stretching is, “when do I do it?” In 
the past it has been the normal practice to stretch out before your run or workout; however, in 
recent years, studies have shown that stretching before a workout can not only be unnecessary, 
but in some cases it can take away from the workout/run that follows.  The evidence is really not 
“against” stretching before a workout, but moreover against the way that most runners stretch.  
Stretching is a broad subject, and too often in our sport it is a neglected one.  Think about it this 
way- before working out how do you usually feel? If your like most of us, your muscles are usually 
pretty tight and your toes appear to be pretty far away! Stretching a cold muscle is the first 
mistake that most runners make. Before stretching it is important to do some kind of warm-up 
(this could range from jumping rope, jumping jacks, a light jog, etc…)  A warm-up doesn’t have to 
be long or hard, but if you want it to be effective, it needs to get your heart rate elevated and your 
blood flowing. We are all different and our warm-up needs will vary; however, once you find a 
warm-up that works for you, you will find that it is invigorating and makes those pre-workout 
stretches much easier and your workout will flow much better (especially those first few miles!)

 Adding a good warm-up and stretch can open the door for another mistake. Many 
runners will do a good warm-up, but will then allow themselves to cool-down before their run. A 
common cause of this is that the runner performs a static stretching routine instead of dynamic. 
Stretching is best when it involves movement, activating key muscle groups that are going to be 
used during your run in a gentle manner. Before workouts you want to focus on 2-5 minutes of 
dynamic stretching (explained below,) then go strait into the run while you are still warm.  After 
run a run (and a cool-down if the run was intense,) you can perform static or dynamic stretching 
for a longer period of time, as both can be beneficial in decreasing soreness and promoting 
recovery and flexibility.

Dynamic Stretching:  Dynamic stretching is rooted in continuous movement and is based off of a 
pattern of Vinyasa Yoga (just incase you want to incorporate a yoga class into your training.) It is 
best practiced by moving gently through a series of several stretches, gradually deepening the 
stretch with each repetition.  For example, spread your legs slightly wider than shoulder width 
apart and squat down. Shift your weight slowly from one side to the other, slowly widening your 
stance as you are able and dropping further into the squatting position. You should feel your 
muscles working to hold your body in control as you transfer your weight from side to side. As 
you stretch from one side to the other, focus on muscles that are particularly tight or sore by 
twisting your torso and shifting your feet so that you make your stretch unique to your needs! 
This side lunging stretch will loosen your hips and hamstrings. Turn a foot out and feel your 
quadriceps activate and stretch. Reach over your head and towards the sky and stretch out your 
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oblique muscles and twist to stretch your back. The trick is in keeping a constant and controlled  
flow as you go back and forth between each side, making sure to stretch each the equally.  For 
calf stretching, find a stair and place your toes on the edge, dropping one heel, then the other, 
following the shifting pattern that we did before.  Many runners have problems with their IT 
bands (the outside of their legs spanning form the knee to the hip) and for this, drop to the 
ground in what is known as the Pigeon pose (extend the one leg out behind you with the top of 
the foot on the ground and bring the other in, bending at the knee to allow the lower leg to cross 
your pelvis.) Reach up high with both hands and you will feel a stretch in the hip flexor of the 
extended leg. When you are ready, slowly lean forward, feeling an increased stretch of the 
buttocks/periformis and the outer hip of the bent leg. Continue the flow, reaching up and then 
bending down for several repetitions and then make sure to switch legs.  These are just a few of 
an infinite number of stretches and we hope that you and your group take time to share stretches 
and research new ones, finding several that work for you! 

Static Stretching: Reserved for off days or post-workout, this is the practice known as the stretch 
and hold.  These are likely the stretches that you have grown accustomed to from past gym 
classes. reaching down to touch your toes and holding.  Again referencing Yoga, this is known as 
“Hatha Yoga,”  and has its benefits after runs, but when done before running it can actually take 
the flexibility away from muscles.  You will perform you best static stretches after a workout and 
your static stretching will have the best results when you are able to rest your muscles afterwards.  
There are a variety of static stretches, much like dynamic, so play with new stretches and keep 
actively learning.  Static stretching should not damage sore muscles! Whereas dynamic 
stretching allows you to slowly work deeper into a muscle group through movement, static 
stretching is more abrupt so remember that your goal is not pain! Stretch enough to feel it, but it 
shouldn’t hurt and be cognizant of already stressed muscles. Static stretching is great at allowing 
you to work on breathing, so hold your stretch for 3-5 deep abdominal breaths before you release. 

Secrets: The biggest secret to flexibility is making sure that your muscles are hydrated. Think of a 
sponge and how brittle it gets when it is dry- your muscles do the same when lacking electrolytes, 
water, or essential fats (found in oils, fish, nuts, etc.)  Much like a car engine, you want to keep 
your body lubricated for flexibility and performance.  Also, hard workouts leave your muscles 
with a buildup of lactic acid, which you can flush out by with adequate fluids and electrolyte 
supplements.  After stretching or massaging muscles naturally release lactic acid, so it becomes 
increasingly important to make sure that you keep well hydrated to flush out these toxins.

Another secret is  simply temperature. “Hot” yoga (bikrim) classes are popular right now and for 
a reason. When a muscle is warm (like after a warm-up) it is more flexible. Try to stretch after 
sitting in a sauna for 10 minutes if you don’t believe us! We certainly don’t recommend a sauna 
before running, but be aware of the temperature when warming-up and stretching. If it is 10 
degrees out, warm-up and stretch INDOORS! (actually if its 10 degrees out you might just want 
to find a gym anyway!)  In closing, do not neglect your flexibility during this training plan, and 
allow that flexibility to take form in all aspects of your life. Try to be flexible with your diet 
regimen, with the time of day that you work-out, in addition to your stretching. The more rigid 
we are mentally, the tighter our muscles will become; so relax and stretch out!
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